ANNEX 1. FISHING PATTERNS (NL)

ARM14 GRIETJE GEERTRUIDA (NLD198800369)
Length: 43.7m - 0.1% of total electric landings

ARM15 DE VROUW JANNETJE (NLD198800009)
Length: 45.56m - 0.3% of total electric landings

ARM50 GEERTRUID ADRIANA (NLD200303691)
Length: 42.37m - 1.1% of total electric landings
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- ARM44 NEELTJE JANNETJE (NLD198500048)
  Length: 45.54 m - 0.9% of total electric landings

- ARM46 CORNELIA ADRIANA (NLD198600295)
  Length: 25 m - 0.1% of total electric landings

- ARM7 JAN SENIOR (NLD198700006)
  Length: 45.68 m - 0.9% of total electric landings
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G05 Ora et Labora (NLD2000303680)
Length: 42.37m - 1.3% of total electric landings

G057 Johanna Maria -> ZK147 de Kim (NLD198700139)
Length: 23.52m - 0.2% of total electric landings

G09 Ondermoming (NLD200202646)
Length: 41.59m - 1.5% of total electric landings

Electric trawling Regular trawling
HD23 NOORDERHAAKS → UK195 NOORDERHAAKS (NLD199401869)
Length: 44.0 m - 1.2% of total electric landings

HD29 MORGENSTER (NLD19930750)
Length: 43.99 m - 0% of total electric landings

HD3 NIEUWEDIEP (NLD200003638)
Length: 23.49 m - 3.4% of total electric landings (top-15)
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**HD4 HENDRIK PETRONELLA (NLD199401825)**
Length: 42.99m - 6.4% of total electric landings (top-15)

**KW145 CATHARINA (NLD300602659)**
Length: 41.25m - 1.4% of total electric landings

**KW34 ROSEMARIE (NLD997002084)**
Length: 42.36m - 0.5% of total electric landings
KW45 ANNA HENDRIKA (NLD199001077)
Length: 42m - 0.3% of total electric landings

KW5 LEENDERT DE MOL (NLD30000761)
Length: 23.5m - 0.7% of total electric landings

KW88 PELIKAN (NLD199802300)
Length: 42.4m - 2.7% of total electric landings (top-15)
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**LT36 MARGRIET ➔ KW36 MARGRIET (NL0300403698)**
Length: 40.72m - 2.1% of total electric landings

**OD11 MAARTEN JACOB (NL0300002657)**
Length: 42.37m - 2.6% of total electric landings (top-15)

**OD17 BUIS (NL099000356)**
Length: 39.06m - 2.2% of total electric landings (top-15)
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TX1 KLASINA-J (NLD19600304)
Length: 45.6m - 1.8% of total electric landings

TX17 ADRIANA (NLD19630140)
Length: 8.6m - 0% of total electric landings

TX19 ELISABETH CHRISTINA (NLD300303695)
Length: 42.5m - 2.2% of total electric landings
UK337 GRIETJE BOS (NLD195301697)
Length: 42.8m - 0.3% of total electric landings

UK343 JAN VAN DER BERG -> UK149 STELLA MARIS (NLD195301848)
Length: 42m - 1.5% of total electric landings

UK346 CONCORDIA (NLD195301722)
Length: 40.36m - 0.9% of total electric landings
UK384 CORNELIS ZEEMAN (NLD199301471)
Length: 41.8m - 0% of total electric landings

UK392 EBEN HAEZER -- UK152 SOLAR (NLD198900067)
Length: 39.06m - 1.2% of total electric landings

UK343 WILLEMPE HOEKSTRA (NLD198600627)
Length: 40.73m - 0.1% of total electric landings
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UK35 AART MAASKANT (NLD199301890)
Length: 42,36m - 1.9% of total electric landings

VL37 JEANET MAARTJE (NLD19910723)
Length: 23,97m - 0% of total electric landings

VL17 EBEN HAEZER (NLD199702109)
Length: 23,98m - 0% of total electric landings
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BRA3 BUTENIEK (DEU401210101)
Length: 23.59 m - 0.8% of total electric landings

BRA5 PIETER (DEU000190300)
Length: 24.65 m - 0.39% of total electric landings

BRA7 JADE (DEU0003110300)
Length: 23.8 m - 0.9% of total electric landings
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NG1 JURIE VAN DEN BERG (NLD19901087)
Length: 36.28m - 0% of total electric landings

NG13 PRINS MAURITS (NLD19901059)
Length: 41.82m - 0.9% of total electric landings

SC35 EVERT SNOEK (GBR000B1358)
Length: 32.9m - 0.7% of total electric landings

Electric trawling

Electric trawling

Electric trawling

Electric trawling
SC31 DR. MAARTEN LUTHER (NLD198500737)
Length: 38.75m - 0.2% of total electric landings

ST27 JACOB GRIETJE (DEU500980105)
Length: 38.33m - 0.1% of total electric landings

H225 NORTHERN JOY (NLD199401844)
Length: 44.14m - 0.5% of total electric landings
ANNEX 3. TH10 DIRKJE

**TH10 DIRKJE**

**Details**
- **Destination**: ETA
- **Port Calls**
- **Position & Voyage Data**
  - **Course**: 195.4°
  - **Speed**: 5.3 kn
  - **Current draught**: 3.5 m
  - **GT**: 1990
  - **DWT**: 3247.400
- **Status**: Position received
- **Moored**: 1 min (Aug 29, 2020 14:51 UTC)

**TH10 DIRKJE**

**Details**
- **Destination**: ETA
- **Port Calls**
- **Position & Voyage Data**
  - **Course**: 245.4°
  - **Speed**: 5.1 kn
  - **Current draught**: 3.5 m
  - **GT**: 1990
  - **DWT**: 3247.400
- **Status**: Position received
- **Moored**: 10 mins (Aug 31, 2020 08:01 UTC)